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The Limits of Tolerance: 

Jews, the Enlightenment, and the Fear of Premature Burial 

Jeffrey Freedman 

" La mort est certaine, et elle ne !'est pas. Elle est certaine, 
puisqu'elle est inevitable, ellc ne !'est pas, puisqu'il est 
quelquefo1s mcertam qu 'on soil mort." 
-Jean-Jacques Bruhicr, Dissertation sur I 'incertitude des signes 
de la mart et / 'abus des enterrements et e111baume111e11ts precipites 

ln 1798, a linle-known Gcrnian journal , the Schlesische Provi1i=ia/hliitter, published a 

report about a case of narrowly averted tragedy. It concerned a young Jewish boy in Breslau who 

had been pronounced dead 111 November of the previous year. Actually, the boy was not dead, he 

only seemed to be, and since Jewish ntual la\\ required rapid bunal-withm twenty-four hours at 

the latest unless the Sabbath intervened-he was at great peril of being buried a live. I le escaped 

that fate because the misdiagnosis o f death occurred late in the afternoon-too late in the 

afternoon to perrmt a burial before nightfall. rhe burial had to be postponed until the following 

morn111g, and by then, the boy was showing sign~ of life. Had it not been for the late hour of hi, 

apparent demise, 1t is quite possible that he would have awakened to find himself entombed 

beneath the earth. Instead, he awoke, as if after a long sleep, 111 his bed.1 

All's well that ends well'.I Not according to a small coterie of Jewish reformers 111 Breslau, 

a group comprising some doctors and a handful of like-minded allies. The reformers were well 

Originally published in,. Charles Walton, ed., Into Pnnt: Lmuts and legacies of the Enlightenment Essan m Honor 
of Robert Damion (Uni,·cr..ity Park. PA, Penn Stale Uni,ersity Press. :!01 J)c 177-97 
1 

In Engli,h. the epigraph reads, "Death is certain, and 11 is not. II is certain because inentablc. 001 certain because II 
i, ,omctime, uncertain whether one has died " On the Bre,lau boy nearly buried all\ e, see "Dar-.tellung dcr 
:organge und Resultatc wegen der aufs neue in Anregung gebrachte frilhen Beerd1gung der Judea, bey der 
Judischcn Gemeinde m Breslau. mm NO\ember 1797 bis [ode May 1798," Schles1sche Pro,·mzwlblii//er :!8 (1798) 
21 5J. For htsloncal accounts of c,ents m Bre,lau, see ~fax Freudenthal. "Du, er-.ten Emanc1pahonsbe,1rebungen 
dcr Juden m Breslau," \fonatsschr,ji fiir Gesch,chte und W,ssenschafi des Judenthums ( 1893 ): 565- 79; and Michael 
Edward Pamtz, "Modernity and Mortality· The rransfomm11on of Central European Responses 10 Death. I 750 1850" 
(Ph.D di,,., Jewish Thcolog1cal Senunary. 1989). 146 50 
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aware that for roughly a half century, doctors in Europe had been calling attention to the 

difficulty of distinguishing between "seeming death" and real death, and the consequent danger 

of premature burial. Hardly any educated reader in Germany or France could have been unaware 

of it, so vast was the accumulated body of literature dealing with the subjects of seeming death 

and premature burial-treatises, pamphlets, and journal articles in both French and German, 

nearly all of which sounded the same alarms and made the same basic points: that the absence of 

such vital signs as respiration and arterial pulsations proved nothing in itself, that the only 

infallible sign of death was the putrefaction of lhe corpse, and that unless burial were postponed 

until the onset of putrefaction, untold numbers of innocent victims would suffer the horrible 

torture of being buried alive.2 For the refonners in Breslau, the case of lhe young Jewish boy 

seemed to confirm the wisdom of the medical warnings. In their view, the appropriate response 

to such a case was action, 1101 complacency-prompt and coordinated action to protect lhe Jews 

of Breslau against the danger of being buried alive. Shortly after the revival of the boy in 

November, the refonners launched a bold initiative: the creation of a new burial society 

(Beerdigungsgesellschaft). The new society elected officers and printed statutes, which ii 

submitted for approval to the Prussian authorities, and in which it stipulated that no one should 

ever be dispatched to his grave until the body showed signs of decomposition. 

But what authority did the reformers have to launch such an initiative? Within the 

traditional structure of the Jewish community, none whatsoever. The new burial society had no 

official standing, and there already was an official institution responsible for looking after the 

dead and the dying, the burial confraternity, which was one of the pillars of the Jewish 

community. The creation of a rival burial society was an open challenge to the corporate 

2 For a list of publications dealing with "seeming death" and premarure burial. see the appendix at the end of this 
essay. 
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organization of the Jewish community, so brazen and provocative a challenge that it tore the 

community apart. 

The refonners and their adversaries became embroiled in a bitter conflict, an intra

communal battle of words that grew increasingly poisonous until ii finally came to a head in 

mid-April 1798, following the real death of a young boy, the infant son of a certain Doctor Zadig. 

As ii happened, Zadig was one of the founding members of the new burial society, so the body of 

his infant son was treated in accordance with the statutes of the group: corpse watchers observed 

it night and day until the first signs of decomposition began to appear, al which point Zadig made 

a request to the directors of the confraternity for a burial plot in the Jewish cemetery. The request 

was denied. Then a second request was denied. And, eventually, after several more days had 

gone by and the corpse had reached a state of advanced decomposition, Zadig became so 

desperate that he decided to appeal 10 the Prussian stale for help against his own coreligionisls. 

He submitted a petition of grievance to lhe Prussian minister, Privy Councilor von Osten, who 

issued an official order requiring the confraternity to grant a burial plot. That did the trick. Soon 

afterward, Zadig's infant child was indeed laid to rest in lhe Jewish cemetery of Breslau, the 

burial watched over by lhe lieutenant general of police and four other police inspectors, who 

were there to ensure compliance with the government order. 

And so ended the burial controversy in Breslau. In retrospect, it seems to have prefigured 

much of lhe future course of Gem1an-Jewish history in the nineteenth century: the battle between 

modernizers and traditionalists within the Jewish community, the victory of the modernizers, and 

the gradual erosion of communal autonomy under pressure from an expanding sovereign state.3 

By way of comparison, however, consider how it appeared to a contemporary, the journalist 

1 

On German-Jewish history, but without any mention ofbunal practices, see Amos Elon, The Pay of It All: A 
Porrro,t of the German-Jew,sh Epoch, I 743 1933 (New York: Holt. 2002). 
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writing in the Schlesische Provm:1albla11er. Ile viewed the burial controversy as a momentous 

event-less because of 11s significance for German Jews than because of Its significance for the 

eighteenth century as a whole. 

The remarkable events and the staggering revolutions m the thmking and the 
behavior of mankind which in the short time span of the past nine years [ i.e., ,ince 
the outbreak of the french Revolullon] have followed one another in rapid 
succession have made the eighteenth century seem remarkable; but the century 
could with jus11fica11on be called the most extraordmary [in all of history] if 
before it comes to an end, it witnesses a general revolution in the thinking and 
behavior of the Jewish nation, a salutary and wise reform of a religion that has 
been totally perverted by rabbinical hair-splitting [Rabbinerschnit:elei]. In 
general, however, one cannot expect this religious revolution, whose 
consequences for all the Jews and for the states in which they live would certainly 
be very beneficial, since the entire Jewish nation will not, of its own free will and 
from a rat10nal conviction, undertake to reform Its antiquated and useless dogmas, 
and since the state, constrained by the principles of Justice, will not force it to do 
so. But the already enlightened [er/euchtet] part of the Jewish nation can take 
advantage of the contemporary climate of opinion and the enlightened attitude 
[ he/le Den ku11gsart] of princes to work for the reali1ation of a proposal that will 
lay the foundations for and consolidate the civil well-being of themselves and 
their coreligiomsts for all eterruty. And truly, if one considers how m the short 
span of six months a small society of Jews here in Breslau managed to overthrow 
one of the oldest Jewish practices-or rather abuses-which had endured down to 
the present despite the attacks against it from Jewish scholars and famous 
physicians and de~pne the conviction of the government, which held that the 
pracllce was not a matter of religion and that 11 was outrageous and inhumane-[if 
one considers all of these things], one requires no special illummation and need 
make no claim to the art of divination 111 order to foresee that before the end of 
this century the better part of the Jews will indeed brmg about the aforement10ned 
n:form [in the thinking and behavior of the Jewish nal!on].4 

A local dispute among Jews in a remote province of Prussia the crowning event of the 

eighteenth century? A more sigmficant turning point than the stom1mg of the Bastille or the 

execution of Louis XVI'' A harbinger of world lustoncal change'? The claim seems so 

extravagant that the h1stonan may be tempted to dismiss 11 as nonsense. But that temptation 

should be resisted. "The most promising moment in research can be the most puuling," Robert 

• .. Darstellung der \'organge ," 21 23. 
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Damion has argued.~ And Damton's dictum can be applied to a seemmgly extravagant claim 

about a bunal controversy in Breslau no less than to the joke of a cat massacre in Pans. Ifwe can 

solve the punle of why the Silesian journalist ascribed such enonnous significance to a 

movement for bunal reform m Breslau, then other pieces of his contemporary culture are likely 

to fall mto place, too. 

But first a general point about being buried ahve. All of us can conjure up in our minds 

the terrors of such a fate: the immobility, the confinement, the solitude, the unrelieved silence 

the sense of utter helplessness. Those terrors were not at all peculiar to the eighteenth century. 

One finds them depicted in gothic literature of the nineteenth century-in the works of Edgar 

Allan Poe, for example-as well as in horror movies today-most recently, in the Dutch film 

Spoorloos (The Vanishing). So also in documents of much earlier ages-the tragedy of Antigone, 

for example, where Creon condemns the heroine to be walled up inside a cave, or early modem 

plague chronicles, which evoke the horror of the plague by describing how the ailing and the 

<lead were thrown together pell-mell and consigned to the same mass graves for burial. 

Premature burial has inspired dread in so many times and places that one could describe 11 as one 

of the archetypal fears of the human imagination, like drowning at sea or falling into an abyss, 

and yet to describe 1t i.n that way, sub specie aetemitatis, does not help us in the least to grasp the 

historical significance of burial refonn among the Jews of Breslau in 1798. Even archetypal fears, 

after all, have a history. 1 hey wax and wane; and, most important, they change shape. For our 

purposes, the unportant question is not whether the fear of premature burial has always existed. 

Rather, it is \\hat people did with that fear in the eighteenth century.6 

'Rober1 Damion, 77,e Gmat Cat Jfassacre, and Other Episodes m French Culrura/ H1sto1y (New York: Vintage, 1985). 262. 
6 

On the fear of premature burial, sec Martina Kessel, "Die Angst ,or dem Scheintod 1m 18. Jahrhunden: Korper 
und Seele zwi,chen Religion, \,fogie und Wisscnschall," rn lbmtod Zw· K11/t11rgesch1chte der Todesfesrse//ung, ed. 
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Take the treatise of the French physician Jean-Jacques Bruhier, Dissertation sur 

/'incertitude des signes de la mort (1742--49), the first of the many French works on the danger 

of premature burial to be published in the eighteenth century. To impress on his readers just how 

serious the danger was, Bruhier told stories, 181 gripping, lurid tales of torture or narrowly 

averted torture, many of which played variations on a single necrophilic theme. A young woman 

has been given up for dead and is called back to life by the ardent embrace of her lover, just in 

time to escape the fate of expiring in her grave. It looks like a timeless theme, the myth of love 

conquering death, which traverses the ages from the Christian Gospels to Sleeping Beauty to 

Pedro Alrnod6var's Habla con ella (Talk to Her). But Bruhier was not using it that way. In his 

telling of the tales, love does not conquer death because the women are not dead to begin with

they only seem to be dead. The difference is crucial, and it gives the tales an admonitory 

meaning. Beware of inferring death from the usual outward signs. When people wake up in their 

graves, Bruhier implied, it is simply because some ignorant fools made a misdiagnosis of death. 

There is nothing the least bit mysterious about it. Indeed, once one takes account of the 

phenomenon of seeming death, all kinds of mysteries dissolve, like the supposed resurrection of 

Lazarus in the New Testament, which Bruhier dismissed as a religious hoax.7 

Bruhier, in short, was a man of his age: a scientist who wrote like a philosophe. He 

treated the reported cases of premature burial in the manner of Voltaire, by stripping them of 

their mystery and explaining them in naturalistic terms; then he forged them into critical 

Thomas Schlich and Claudia Wiesemann (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 200 I), 133 66; Jan Bondeson, Buried Ahe: The 
Ternfymg flisto1J· o/011r .'11ost Pmna/ Fear (Ne\\ York: W.W. Norton, 2001); and Ingrid Stoessel, Schemtod 1111d 
Todesangst: -~·ussenmgen der Angst m rhren geschrchtlichen Wandlrmgen (I 7. 20. Jahrhundert) (Cologne: 
Forschw,gsstcllc des Jnstituts fur Geschichte der Medizin der Universitiit 7u Kiiln, 1983). Bondeson cites examples 
of the fear from antiquity to the eighteenth century, including the descriptions of premature burial in early modem 
plague chronicles; see Bwied. lln-e, 32 34. 
7 Bruhier, Dissertation srir l'incer/Jtude des s1gnes de la marl (Paris, 1749), 522 53. Cited in Bondeson, Buried 
.l/rw, 59. One ,ersion of the necrophilic theme concerned a randy monk who impregnated and thereby revived a 
woman in a stale of seeming death. That story and the reactions to it are discussed in Thomas Laqueur, },faking Sex: 
Body and Gender from the Greeks to Freud (Cambridge: Harvard Uruversity Press, 1990), 1-4. 
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weapons, to be wielded, rapier-like, for the skewering of superstition and credulity. Other writers 

who discussed cases of premature burial after Bruhier treated them in much the same way. Why 

had so many people testified to having heard horrible, bone-chilling screams in cemeteries 

during the night?, asked an anonymous author in a German journal of the l 770s. Not, he 

answered, because those people had stumbled on a witches' Sabbath-the hoary legends about 

witches and their nocturnal gatherings in cemeteries had no basis in reality. The most likely 

explanation of the screams was that they came from victims of premature burial who were crying 

out to be released from their subterranean prisons.8 That explanation did not make the screams 

any less terrifying; quite the contrary. But at least it removed them from a supernatural frame of 

reference. The writers of the eighteenth century who sounded the alarm about the danger of 

premature burial were men of the Enlightenment. 

I say "the" Enlightenment, knowing that some readers will object to the use of the 

definite article. And there are good reasons for objecting to it. The Enlightenment, after all, did 

not take the san1e form in France as it did in Germany, and in neither country did it stand for a 

set of fixed and immutable beliefs. But it did cohere as a process, as an open-ended debate 

revolving around certain central topics of concern-for instance, that of prejudice. The most 

radical Enlightenment authors, like Paul-Henri Thiry Baron d ' llolbach in France, condemned 

prejudice categorically; the more moderate ones, like Moses Mendelssohn in Germany, were 

prepared to concede that certain prejudices contained moral truths and were therefore useful-at 

least for the uneducated classes, which had not yet learned to apprehend those truths rationally. 

But the question of how to deal with prejudices-whether to combat them, and if so, by what 

means, or to tolerate them, and if so, under what circumstances-was a recurrent subject of 

8 
De111sc/res ,\f11se11m I ( 1778): 445. An almost identical explanation of screams in cemeteries appeared a decade 

earlier m Hannovensches .'vfagazm 82 (October I 0, 1768): 1302. 
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discussion in the European Enlightenment. It was also one of the main reasons why reported 

cases of premature burial took on such great significance: those cases exemplified prejudice in 

both of the senses in which that concept was understood in the eighteenth century-prejudice as 

precipitate or "overhasty" (iibereilt) judgment and prejudice as uncritical attachment to tradition 

(the prejudice in favor of authority). 9 To send someone to his grave before the evidence 

warranted a definitive pronouncement of death was to be guilty of prejudice in the first sense; to 

follow the traditional practice of rapid burial, simply because that practice was traditional or 

because it enjoyed the sanction of religious authority, was to be guilty of prejudice in the second 

sense. Either way, victims of premature burial were victims of prejudice. And so a great deal was 

at stake for the Enlightenment in the reform of burial practice-the elimination not just of any 

evil but of an evil that epitomized the harmfulness of prejudice. 

The obstacles to reform, however, were every bit as formidable as the stakes were high. 

To begin with, there was the sheer scarcity of doctors and their physical distance from the actual 

sites of death. ln the eighteenth century, the vast majority of people did not die with doctors 

anywhere near their bedsides. If they were lucky enough to die "well"-which is to say, in their 

native villages, rather than destitute and on the road-then they would, in most cases, have been 

attended at their deathbeds by family members, some of their fellow villagers, the local vicar or 

parish priest, and perhaps some traditional healers like the village cunning man or wise 

9 In the German debate on the question. what is Enlightenment?. Moses Mendelssohn took the position tbat some 
prejudices contained truths necessary to morality, and that in certain 111stances the ",·irtue-lo,·ing [T11gendl,ebe11der) 
Aufkliirer ... would do bener to tolerate the prejudice than to drive out the truth with which the prejudice was so 
closely intermined." See Moses Mendelssohn. "Uber die Frage: Was heisst Aufklaren?," Berlm1sche Jfonatsschnji 
4 (1784): 198 99. In his Essa, s11r /es pre;11ges (1770), D'Holbach denounced prejudices unconditionally. arguing 
that they were ipso facto harmful and incompatible with ,irtue and happiness. Compared to D'Holbach's position, 
Mendelssohn's looks quite moderate. But Mendelssohn's formulation, "better to tolerate the prejudice" (l,eberdas 
Vo111rte1/ du/den). implied that it would ha,·e been better sllll if the truth<. necessary to morality were grounded in 
reason rather than apprehended in the form of prejudice. E,en for Mendelssohn, therefore, the tolerance of prejudice 
was merely a prm isional concession, not an ideal. On the concept of prejudice in the German Enlightenment. see 
Hans-Geor~ Gadamer, T1111h and Method. rev. ed., trans. Joel Wetnsheimer and Donald G. Marshall (Ne\\ York: 
Conttnuum: 1989), 271 85: and Werner Schneiders. A11jkliin111g 11nd Vorurtei/skrihk: St11die11 z11r Gesch,chte der 
Vorurre,lstheone (Sruttgart: Frommann-Holzbook, 1983). 
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woman-but not by doctors. The "medicalization" of death, like the "professionalization" of 

medicine, was a development more of the nineteenth than the eighteenth century. 10 Therefore, it 

was not enough for doctors alone to grasp just how easily life could counterfeit death. The 

general population had to grasp it, too, and many people were bound to balk at the idea of 

keeping unburied bodies lying around in their houses or cottages for days on end. As an 

alternative to keeping bodies in homes, the German physician Christoph Wilhelm Hufeland 

advocated the construction of a new kind of public health institution: waiting mortuaries 

(Leichenhiiuser) , in which bodies would be laid out and monitored by specially trained corpse 

watchers before burial. Hufeland was one of the most renowned and respected figures in German 

medicine, as well as the court physician of Karl August, Grand Duke of Weimar, and with the 

backing of the duke, he was able to bring his project to fruition: the first German Leichenhaus 

opened its doors in Weimar in 1791 , followed over the next two decades by Leichenhauser in 

Berlin, Brunswick, Ansbach, Kassel, Mainz, and Munich. The Gennan medical establishment 

embraced Ilufeland's project enthusiastically; the public, on the other hand, much less so. 

Working-class Germans in towns proved reluctant to surrender the bodies of their loved ones to 

the tender mercies of the corpse watchers. The Leichenhiiuser, therefore, were rarely filled to 

capacity, and some of them sat practically empty, notwithstanding Hufeland's tireless 

propagandizing. In 1791, he published a short work about the public health benefits of the 

Leichenhciuser, and then, seventeen years later, he published a second, much longer work in 

which he tried to win support for his project by repeating many of the same horror stories that 

10 
On eighteenth-century German medicine, see Thomas Broman, The Transfonnation of German Academic 

Medicine, 1750 1820 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996); Claudia lluerkamp, Der Aufst1eg der ,.{rrze 
im 19. Jahrh1111dert: Vom gelehrten Stand zum professione/len fa1,erte11: Das Beisp,el Preussens (Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1985). 23-45: Ute Frevert. Kra11khe11als pohusches Problem: Soz,a/e Umers1chten 111 

Pre11ssen zwischen medizinischer Pohze, und sraarl,cher Soz,a/vers1chen111g (Gottingen: Vandcnhoeck & Ruprecht, 
1984), 11-83; and Mary Ltn<lernann. flea/th and Healmg m Eighteentlr-Centw)· Germany (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1996). None of these works, howe,·er. devotes any attention to the issue of seeming death 
and premature burial. 
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had originally appeared in Bruhier's treatise more than a half century earlier. But even if 

Hufeland's project had caught on with the public, it would only have affected town-dwellers, and 

most Germans in the late eighteenth century lived in the countryside. 11 

In order to promote the reform of burial practices in rural areas, the Prussian government 

launched a small public health initiative of its own. It allocated monies from the royal coffers to 

underwrite the printing of short and simple books on the subject of seeming death. In their form, 

the books were modeled on religious catechisms; ideologically, they belonged to what Gennans 

called the "popular enlightenment" (Volksaujklanmg), which was a kind of philanthropic 

publishing campaign whose chief goal was not to make peasants into philosophers so much as to 

convey practical information to the "common man" (gemeiner Mann)--in this particular case, 

practical information about reanimation techniques, diagnosing death, and the importance of 

observing waiting periods before burial. 12 It was one thing, however, to print and disseminate 

such books, and quite another to ensure that their message would get across. By the second half 

of the eighteenth century, most German states had introduced laws requiring some schooling for 

the whole population, but the laws were not always enforced, and in any case, most village 

schools were so ill equipped and poorly run that one could have anended those schools and still 

not had sufficient literacy to decipher even so simple a book as a medical catechism. In practice, 

11 See C. W. llufeland's C'ber die Ungew1sshe11 des Tades 11nd das emz,ge 11lltr11g/1che Jf111el s1ch VOil semer 
Wirklichkeit w iiberzeugen: Xebst der Nac/u-icht ,·on der Errich11111g emes Leichenhauses in Weimar (Weimar, 
1791 ): and Der Schemtod (Berlin, 1808). On the public reaction to the Le1chenhii11ser, see Bondeson, Bimed Ah1'e, 
100-110. 
11 Katech1sm11s der anschemenden Todesfiille oder sogenanntell Pulslos1gke11en: Wodurch der gememe .\fann 
11nternch1e1 wird, w,e er bey den ,·erschiedenen Arlen anscheinender Todesfii/le \'e1fahren soil: A11f Befeh/ Sr. 
komghchen Hohe11 des Pnnzell Heillnch \'Oil Preussen zwn Druck befordert (Berlin, 1787): Unten1ch1 ,·om 
Schemcode 11nd dem s,chersten .H111e/ das lebend,gbegraben w l'erhiiten fiir Ungelehrte (Breslau, 1 798). On the 
Volksa11jkliinmg in general, see the discussion in Jonathan B. Knudsen, "'On Enlightenment for the Common Man," 
in What Is Enhghtenment> Eighteenth-Ce111111J' Answers and Twentreth-C'entw)' Questions, ed. James Schmidt 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996), 270 90. 
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the message of such a book was unlikely to reach its intended audience unless some literate 

intermediary like the local vicar or schoolmaster transmitted it verbally. 13 

It is easy to understand, therefore, why educated Germans would have been pessimistic 

about the prospects for successful burial reform. And yet the degree of pessimism is remarkable 

all the same. For several decades, beginning in the 1770s, German journals repeatedly issued 

gloomy pronouncements about the futility of efforts to eliminate the scourge of premature burial. 

In one journal, for example, an author began his article about seeming death and premature 

burial by announcing that he planned to discuss "our mishandling of the dead," which he held to 

be a subject of the greatest importance. In the very next sentence, he went on to say that he did 

not believe his article would be the least bit useful: "To believe such a thing, I would have to be 

ignorant of the force that traditional practices have on human minds and the slowness with which 

improvement occurs in such cases where the power of reason has to triumph over common 

prejudice." 14 Another author writing about the danger of premature burial admitted that the 

"common people" (das Volk) were not even aware of the existence of the journal in which his 

article was being published. 15 So why bother? The question was inescapable, and it hung over 

the discussions of premature burial like a dark cloud. To all appearances, the cause of burial 

reform was trapped in a closed circle: the already enlightened speaking to the already 

enlightened. The problem of how to break out of that circle looked well-nigh insoluble. 

And if the problem seemed so difficult to solve for the German population in general, 

then how much more so in the specific case of the Jews. Jewish communities defied the medical 

consensus about the danger of same-day burial not out of lethargy or fatalism or ignorance, but 

13 
On literacy and 1he circulation of the printed word among the laboring classes in late eighleenth-century Germany, 

see Rudolf Schenda, Volk olme Buch: S111d1en z11r Soz,algeschichce der pop11/iiren lesescojfe, I 770 19 / 0 (Frankfurt: 
Vittorio Klostermann, 1970). 
14 

.Ve11es Hambu,gisches .\1agazm ( 1778): 23. 
"la11sizisches Wochenblall ( 1792): 327. 
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because it contradicted their religious law. To them, same-day burial was a commandment and a 

way of showing respect for the dead; to the partisans of burial reform, it was an abomination. 

German journals fulminated against the "inhumanity" and "cruelty" of same-day burial, a 

practice all the more intolerable as it also provided a camouflage for the most dastardly crimes

poisoning, for example, which was likely to go undetected because the bodies of the victims 

were dispatched to their graves before autopsies could be perforn1ed. Under the cover of same

day burial, it was alleged, Jews were able to murder their own coreligionists with impunity.16 

Those allegations made the Jews seem perfidious and depraved at the very moment, it should be 

noted, that Germans were also debating the issue of Jewish emancipation, which the Prussian 

official von Dohm had launched with the publication in 1781 of his pamphlet "On the Civic 

Improvement of the Jews" ("Ober die btirgerliche Verbesserung der Juden"). 17 Given that Jewish 

burial practice and Jewish emancipation were being discussed simultaneously, it would be 

natural to suppose that those who denounced Jewish burial practice were hostile to Jewish 

emancipation-but it was not that simple. 

Anton BUsching, a writer who made some particularly nasty comments about the Jewish 

practice of same-day burial, presented himself with some plausibility as a friend of the Jews. It 

was only because enlightened Christians regarded Jews as fellow human beings, Biisching 

argued, that they felt duty bound to speak out against Jews murdering their own coreligionists. 

Had they said nothing, their silence would have bespoken indifference to Jewish suffering. 18 And 

16 Sec, for example, "Abscheuliche Vergiftung in einer jti<lischen Familie in Hamburg," Historisch-pohtisch
l,1eransches .Hagazm 8 ( 1790): 357 59. 
1
' On the debate about Jewish emancipation, see Gerda Ileinnch," ' ... man sollte itzt bestiindig das Publikum ilber 

diese Materie en haleine halten': Die Dcbatte um 'btirgerliche Verbes serung' der Juden 1781-86," in.lppe/1 an dos 
Pub/1/a1m: D,e 0/fenrl,che Debaue m der deutschen. luf/dii rung, I 687- 1 796, ed. Ursula Goldenbaum (Berlin: 
Akademie Verlag, 2004), 814 95. 
18 Anton Friedrich Biisching, "Ober die frilhe Becrdigung der Juden," Ber/1111sche J1onatsschrifi 5, no. 2 (1785): I 12. 
On the other hand, the Christian Hebra1st Johann David Michaelis, who wrote a lengthy article in his Orientahsche 
B,bhothek (6 [ I 789]: 51 77) on the subject of Jemsh bunaJ practice, was indeed a staunch opponent of von Dohm. 
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yet speaking out did not do any good, either, if the Jews were not listening. "It is futile to present 

to the Jews the most vivid depictions of the terrifying consequences of rapid burial and to refute 

their erroneous religious scruples. It is futile to persuade them that their treatment of the dead is 

indecent and that it violates the rights of man," another German author concluded bitterly in a 

journal article of the early 1790s. "As long as the rabbi remains what he now is, the all-powerful 

of the nation, capable of grinding into the dust with complete impunity whomever he wishes, ... 

all efforts to enlighten the Jewish nation, to instill in it true feelings of humanity and self-worth 

and to suppress the old national prejudice in favor of rapid burial, will be totally useless." 19 By 

clinging to their "old national prejudice" and ignoring the voice of reason in the matter of burial 

reform, the Jews seemed to dramatize one of the weightiest problems of the late eighteenth 

century: the impediments to the spread of Enlightenment. 

So what was to be done'l The Gernrnn commentators were convinced that some Jews 

harbored secret misgivings about same-day burial but dared not say so for fear of incurring the 

wrath of their all-powerful rabbis. The solution, therefore, was to curtail the power of the rabbis. 

Governments, it was argued, would have to adopt laws mandating waiting periods before burial, 

then enforce those laws in the teeth of rabbinic opposition, by coercive means if necessary. 20 

And that was precisely what German governments did. Gradually, laws calling for waiting 

periods before burial were enacted in the major states of the old Reich: the Habsburg lands of 

Austria and Bohemia ( I 786-87), electoral Saxony ( 1792), and, finally, following the events in 

Breslau mentioned earlier, Prussia ( 1798). The laws caused tremendous turmoil in Jewish 

communities, but the German commentators were absolutely right that some Jews harbored 

19 
"Ober die friihe Beerdigung der Todtcn und tiber die Ungewissheit der KenDLeichen des wahren und falschen 

T odes," .-llmanach fiir .. frzre und Srchriirzte ( 1790): 182 83. 
lo Such an argument \\as a<lrnnccd in "AbscheuJiche Vergiftung," 358 59, and "Ober die frilhe Beerdigung der 
Todten und tiber die Ungewis,heit der Kennze,chen des wahren und falschen Todes," 183. 
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misgivings about the wisdom of same-day burial, not least Mendelssohn, the most famous Jew m 

all of Europe. who argued as early as 1772, ma letter to the Jewish community of Mccklenburg

Schwcrin, that the Jews would do well to heed the warnings of doctors. A conciliator by nature, 

Mendelssohn blunted the sharp edge of his argument by wrapping it m exegesis-he endeavored 

to show that the practice of same-day bunal was based on a misreadmg of the relevant sources 

and that Jews could abandon the prachce wllhout abrogating Jewish la\\. ~1 

Mendelssohn's followers in the next decade, however, were not nearly so circumspect. 

For Marcus I lerz, a Jewish physician writing m the 1780s, the authority of doctors trumped the 

authority of Jewish law, and that \\ as that.~~ When German governments acted against the power 

of the rabbis, therefore, they did enjoy the support of a minority of self-styled "enlightened" 

Jews. David Friedlander, one ofthc leaders of the Jewish Enlightenment in Germany, went so far 

as to publish an arllcle in a Berlm Journal ha1hng the emperor Joseph II for havmg outlawed 

same-day burial in Bohemia "My enlightened brother~ recognize with gralltude this paternal 

concern for our well-being [which] marks a new victory over an old prejudice that inspires 

feelmgs of md1gna11on."~' I or anyone who felt frustrated at the apparent tenacity of traditional 

prejudices, the mere existence of Jews like Friedlander and llerz, or the reformers m Breslau 

who challenged the burial confraternity, was a source of hope. It made it possible to argue that 

Jews, too, had the capacity to heed the voice of reason, and therefore that the chief obstacle to 

the spread ofl:.nlightcnment among the Jews ,ms not any intrinsic flaw m the Jewish character, it 

~1 Ongtnally \\Titlen 10 I kbrew, \,kndelssohn 's letter to the Jew, of Mecklenburg-Sch" erin \\a, translated 1010 

Gennan and published alter his death. See "Schretben de, Henn Moses Mendelssohn an die achtbare Gemetnde ro 
Sch\\ enn,'' Berlm1sche \fonatsschnft 9 ( 1787): 325 29 When Jacob Her-chel. the rJbbt of the Jewish community 
m Altona. learned of~kndelssohn', posilton, he \\Tote an angry letter to him m which he ca,11gated ~1endelssohn 
for Im "pnde" and "arrogance." See M. Kay,erhng, \foses .\lende/ssohn. Se111 Leben 1111d seine Werke (I c,pzig: 
Hermann Mendelssohn. 1862). 276 80. 
11 ~larcus Her,. Cber die Ji1ihe Beerd1g1111g der Juden (Berhn. 1788). 
~3 Da, ,d fm,dlander, "L'ber dte frilhe Beerd,gung der Juden: Ftn Bnef au, Prag an die Herausgeber, nebst e1111gen 
Urkunden," Ber/1111sche .\.fonatssclmft 9 ( 1787): 318 
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was institut10nal-thc organization and autonomy of Jewish communities-and as such 

removable through political action. Our S1lesian journalist did not spell out that argument 

precisely, but somethmg like it was clearly implied in his comments about the burial controversy 

in Brcslau. 

And so the pieces of the pu1Jle have finally fallen into place. Why would anyone regard 

the burial controversy in Breslau as the crO\ming event of the eighteenth century? In the first 

place, because premature burial epitomiLed the iniquity of prejudice and because the 

Enhghtcnmcnt, in whatever form 11 appeared, was deeply concerned about the problem of 

prejudice. But also, and most important, because the prejudice m favor of rapid burial proved so 

difficult to root out. With the Jewish resistance to burial reform, the Enlightenment seemed to 

have reached an impasse-there was much hand-wringing among the already enlightened about 

the power of prejudice but lillle progress toward the goal of chminatmg san1e-day bunal. Then, 

suddenly, at the very end of the "century of Enlightenment." there was progress-at least m 

Breslau--and it pointed a way out of the impasse. The way out lay in a new kind of alliance: an 

enlightened minority of educated Jews and the enlightened Prussian officialdom marching 

together to reforn1 Jewish rituals. 

With all the pieces of the puule in place, our work of historical reconstruction might 

seem to be at an end But there is a problem with applying the metaphor of puule solving to the 

work of historical rcconstru.:llon: the pieces of a pun le are designed to fit together whereas the 

elements of a culture arc not. Different value systems, for example, will oflen coexist within a 

single culture, even within a single 111d1vidual, and it would be a mistake to suppose that they can 

alway~ be so neatly titted together. By way of conclusion, therefore, II may be mstructlve to go 
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back over some of the same ground we have already covered, this time with a view not to 

solving the puzzle but to highlighting certain unresolved tensions. 

Consider, first, the recurrent use of fear m the campaign for burial refonn. From Bruhier 

to Huieland, nearly all the authors mvolved m the campaign appealed openly to fear, describmg 

the homble sulfenng of bemg buried alive so as to raise public awareness or the need to delay 

burial. As we have said, however, those same authors were also men or the Enlightenment, 

committed to understanding the universe in rational tenns; and it was one of the core convictions 

of Enlightenment authors that rational understanding would d1m.1msh the terrors of human 

existence "The more Enlightenment fphilosopl11e, m French; At!/klarung, m Gem1an], the less 

fear" was practically a definition of Enlightenment. All the philosophes and Aujklarer would 

have endorsed it, Just as most of them would have endorsed the proposition "the less prejudice, 

the better." And, or course, fear and prejudice were closely linked, for prejudices led to fear

notably, religious pre.1udices, hke the beliefs in hell or purgatory, which caused humanity to fear 

the prospect of death. In the campaign for burial reform, however, that link had been severed. 

Instead of exposing prejudice 111 order to banish fear, authors like Bruhier and I lufeland mcited 

fear in order to combat prejud1ce.2~ 

Fearrnongenng to advance the cause of the Enlightenment? Clearly, the means and the 

ends were m tension. But how deep did that tension go') And what are we to make of 11? Of 

course, it was never in the Fnlightenment's power to banish fear completely. Some old fears 

~• On the l nhghlenment and fear m general, ,ee Christian Bcgemann, F11rcht und .lngst im Prozess der A1,jklanmg· 
Lu llleratur 1111d Bewussrsemsgeschtchte des J 8. Jahrhunderts (Frankfun: Athenaeum, 1987). I Ianmut Bohme and 
Gcmot Bohme, Das Andere der J 'emunft: Zur Ennncklung .-on Rar,onal,tatsstmklllren am Betsp,e/ Kants 
(Frankfurt Suhrkamp, 1983); and Jean Deprun. I.a ph1/osoph1e de/ 'mquu!rude en Fmnce au .\17/le s,ecle (Paris: J 
\'nn, 1979) The generally accepted thesis,., that the Enlightenment maugurated an histoncal sh,ft from "fear" 
(Furcht), \\h1ch has a specific object for example, witchcraft or hell to "anxiety" (Angst), \\hich is a defu,e state 
of disquiet. The fear of premature bunal, ho\\cver, does not fit that the", for the obnous rea,on that 11 did. m fact. 
ha,·c a prec1<,e obJect a\\akenmg to find oneself entombed beneath the eanh. On the 1rad1t1onal. pre-Enhghtcnment 
fear. of early modem l:urope, see Jean Dclumeau, I.a pe111 en Occident (XJVe -J(J/111 s,ec/es1. l./ne cue assu!gce 
(Pans: Fayard, 1978). 
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were bound to survive, like the fear of famme, which burst mto the open during la gra11de peur 

of the French Revolullon. This incident derived from the widespread belief in an aristocratic plot 

to starve the French people, and apart from the fact that the supposed villains were aristocrats 

rather than, say, witches, somethmg very like it could have broken out m the seventeenth century, 

too. All the myth bashing of Enlightenment authors could not dent the fear of famine for the 

obv10us reason that famine was not a myth. It was grounded in real conditions of matenal 

scarcity. There was only one effective cure for the fear of famine, and it was not philosophy. It 

was an increase in agricultural production, which was, in fact, occurnng during the second half 

of the eighteenth century, but not fast enough to guarantee adequate food supplies for the entire 

population when harvests failed. 1~ Within the conditions of the eighteenth century, the fear of 

famme made eminently good sense. The fear of premature burial, however, belonged to a 

different category. It did not survive despite the Enlightenment, it flourished because of it. Ille 

publications on seemmg death and premature bunal contributed to reactivating an ancient fear, 

and there is no question that some of the readers of those publications were really frightened. 

One example 1s Mme. Necker, the salon hostess and wife of the French finance minister, \\ho 

lifted a long list of reanimation techniques and precautionary measures against premature burial 

from Bruhier's treatise and wrote them into her last will and testament.26 During the last years of 

ll On famine in eighteenth-century Germany, see Wilhelm Abel, \1asse11ar11111t 1md f/11ngerkrise11 1111 
mr111d11stnellen De11tschl,111d, 2nd. ed (Goningen. Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht. 1977) 
26 On Mme ,ecker's obsessl\e fear ofbemg buned alive, see Antome de Baccque. Lu gloire et/ 'effro,. Septs morts 
sous la terre11r (Pans: 8. Gra,sct, 1997), 2 I 7-51. Another French h1stonan, Jean-Louis Bourgeon. has tried to track 
lhe fear of being buried ali, c by using the quantita1i, c methods of the Annalcs school. I le compared Parisian w,lls 
durmg fifteen-year penods from the first and second hah·es of the eighteenth century m order to delermme \\hcther 
there was any mcrease m the number ofw1lls reque,1mg safeguard'> against premature bunal, and, m fact, there was 
an mcrease. In the period from 1710 to 1 n5, only two out of a thousand \\ ills prescnbcd safeguard,: m the penod 
from 1760 lo 1775, the number was thirteen out ofa thousand, and additional thirty-four requested delays in bunal 
for un,pec1ficd reasons Bourgeon', ,tudy does not ,uppon the conclus,on that there wa, a widespread panic. but it 
doc, md,cate some nse m the fear of premature burial, probably due to the \\Orks of8ruh1er and other,. See 
Bourgcon. "La peur d'etre enterre '" ant au XVllle ,,ecle: ~1ythe ou reahtery," Rerne d'h,stoire moderne et 
contemporamc ,O ( 1983): 139 53. Sec nlso Bondeson, Buried Al11·e, 77 
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her life, Mme. ;'/ecker dreaded the prospect of her own death just hke any helteving Chnstian of 

an earlier period, except that the suffenng she dreaded pertained to the body rather than the soul 

and was situated in an in-between state this side of the d1v1de between life and death: the grave 

as this-worldly purgatory. 

And yet the fear ofbemg buried alive was not the same thing as the fear of languishing in 

purgatory or burning in hell, either. In the latter case, the fear was of something belonging to the 

domain of religious dogma. Purgatory was a reality because the Catholic Church said it was. So, 

too, with hell, except that hell was dogma for all Christians and not .1ust Catholtcs. One could not 

question the reality of purgatory or hell from within the discourses of Catholic or Protestant 

orthodoxy, only from without-by suhJecting the dogma to rational critique. The fear of being 

buned ahve was different. It was a tear of something that belonged to the domain of scientific 

"fact," and the Enlightenment never conferred unimpeachable authonty on scientific fact; quite 

the contrary.17 ln the eighteenth century, at a time when scientists had not yet withdrawn behind 

the protective walls of professional journals and technical jargon, scientific facts were open to 

cnl!que in the public sphere, and so, too, were the fears those facts supported 

ln 1776, for example, the magistrates in lurich became convinced that someone had 

poisoned the communion wme m the mam cathedral of the city. The evidence for the crime came 

from a team of emment physicians who performed a chemical analysis on the wme and 

concluded that it contained arsenic. I he cri:ne, therefore, was a scientific "fact," and it 

reactivated the ancient fears of poisonmg and sacrilege, which found a wide echo in the press 

coverage of the event. ro contemporary observers, 11 seemed one of the worst crimes 

1maginable-until Friedrich Nicolai, a prominent figure of the Berlin Aufklarung, published an 

:· On the ••frag11ity,. of,cientific facts and the ··tear · of that fragtlity among Enltghtcnment authors, sec Lorrnme 
Oa,ton. ··t.nhghtenmcnt Fears, Fear, of Fnltghtenment," tn What ·s Left of En/1ghtcnmen1> . J Pastmadem Q11es//on. 
ed. Keith Mtclmel Baker and Peter I lanns Reill (Stanford· Stanford Uruversity Pres,. 200 I), 115 28. 
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article in a leading Berhn Journal in which he argued that the evidence was flawed and that the 

wme had never been poisoned Nicolai retrospectively declared the "fact" to be a nonfact, and, as 

far as one can tell, most people agreed with him, including some of his bitterest enemies.18 In the 

case of premature bunal. the outcome was the other way around: the !earmongers defeated the 

doubters. Or so it would appear from the published record, for most of those who wrote on the 

subject of premature burial took the view that a great many people were, in fact , being buried 

alive. But the doublers made their voices heard, too. 

In 1792, for example, a German author published a Journal article in which he took issue 

with another author who had claimed, in the pages of the same journal, that throughout history 

one in thirty people had been buried ahve. How could anyone claim to know such a thing?, he 

asked. Only by performing an experiment of first burying and then exhuming thousands of 

bodies, he answered. No such experiment had ever been tried; therefore, the claim was nothing 

but "theory and hypothesis"-"an arbitrarily adopted proposition ... beyond the reach of any 

possible experience." The author did not go so far as to aflirm that no one had ever been buried 

ahve; he could not have done so without violating his own empiricism-the phrase "beyond the 

reach of any possible experience" was a nod in the direction or Kant's Critique of Pure 

Reason-but he was convinced that the fear of premature burial was overblown and that all the 

talk about 11 was domg more harm than good: " lbe otherwise praiseworthy condemnallon of 

rapid burial that is now widespread in Gcnnany and that has prompted governments in many 

regions to enact edicts on the subject has also caused much anguish among the common people, 

especially among those who have lost loved ones and who now tonnent themselves night and 

day with the thought that they may have buried their loves ones too soon. I shall not conceal my 

28 Jeffrey freedman, A Poisoned Chalice (Princeton: Princeton llni,crs1ty Prc,s, 2002) 
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view, therefore, that we have gone a little too far-a little too far, that 1s, in our damning remarks 

about frequently occurring premature burials."29 

Or consider the physician writing in a medical journal in I 790 (a medical journal, 

however, that was clearly aclclressecl to both doctors and noncloctors alike). He was prepared to 

admit that it was sometimes possible to mistake seeming death for real death, but only in those 

cases where the outward signs of death appeared suddenly and no previous md1cat10n of illness 

had been present, as after strokes, sei,ures, fainting, or suffocation, and such cases were too rare 

to jusllfy the shrill alarmism of the campaigners for bunal reform. "The terrors of life and death 

are for the most part only imaginary. Why then do we wish to multiply and enlarge them wllhout 

cause?," the phys1c1an concluded.10 Or, finally, consider the Jewish physician M. J . Marx, who 

published an article m support of the Je\Hsh pracl!ce of same-day bunal. \\ 'bat ever the clanger of 

premature burial, Marx argued, it paled beside the public health danger that resulted from leaving 

dead bodies unbuned: better to run the mfinitcsunal nsk of premature bunal than to expose 

whole populations to the threat of contagion. l'he argument was clever and well designed to 

impress other physicians, eighteenth-century physicians were greatly concerned about the 

noxious effects o f the "miasma tic vapors" that decomposmg bodies were thought to enlll, no less 

concerned than they were about the clanger of premature burial.~1 On the advice of physicians, 

laws mandating the removal of cemetenes from areas of dense habitation were being enacted at 

the same time as the laws mandating waiting periods before burial. The two sets of laws 

:, The passages c tted appear m footnotes 10 the article that was being cri1ic1zed. LatlSIZtsches Wochenb/011 ( 1792): 
137 38, 325. 
w "Uber die fruhe Beerd,gung dcr ·1 odlcn und Ober die Unge\\ 1>she11 der Kennzeichcn des wahrcn f odes," 
Almanachji'ir,i17/e 111,d X1clrtii171e (1790): 215. 
JI Alam Corbm, l e mwsme er la.1011q111/le. l 'odor at et /'1maf(ma1re socwl. ).'11/le-.\1Xe s,ecfes (Pans: Aubier, 
1982). 
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contradicted each other, and Marx deftly exploited the contradiction in order to mount a rallonal, 

medically sound defense of a traditional Jewish ritual. 32 

So what can we conclude'> Certainly not that Marx or the other doubters made much 

difference m the end. The important point is simply that they had the opportunity to challenge 

the consensus, that there was a debate, however lopsided, and that the fear of premature burial 

had to withstand the test of cnllcal scrutiny in the public sphere. As 1t existed in the eighteenth 

century, therefore, the fear of premature burial could well be described as a rational fear. But 

whether ratlonal or not, it was still a fear, and fear tends to create an environment i01m1cal to 

tolerance-a point that brings us to the final unresolved tension in the campaign for burial 

reform. 

To anyone who !eared premature burial, the Jewish practice of same-clay burial posed a 

stark choice: either tolerate the practice and thus accept the suffering of innocent Jews, or accept 

coercive measures to end the practice and thus violate the principle of religious tolerance Our 

Silesian journalist tried to evade the choice by emphasizing that the original impetus for burial 

refonn had come from within the Jewish community. In that way, he was able to make 11 seem 

that the Jews of Breslau were rcfonning their "antiquated" ntual on their own, with just a little 

help from the Prussian state. But, in fact, the Jews as a whole were domg no such thing; only a 

small minority of them were. And how did the reform appear to those Jews m Breslau who did 

not belong to that minority? To some of them at least, it must have seemed coercive and 

mtolerant. David Fneclltinder, who represented the view of the Jewish nunority, saw this pos111on 

quite clearly. To him, it was obv10us that one had to make a choice between two incompatible 

options. Ilence his support of Joseph ll ' s decision to outlaw same-day burial m Bohemia, an 

Jl M. J. Marx . ./011rnal von 11ndfiir De11rsch/and I ( 1784): 227 35. 
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opinion worth citing at length because it presented the two options without any attempt to soften 

the opposition between them: 

Praised be the Eternal One that the antiquated abuse of burying the dead beneath 
the earth on the same day as their demise has finally been abolished forever 
among my corehgionists in this land. My enlightened brothers recognize with 
gratitude this paternal concern for our well-being. It marks a new victory over an 
old prejudice that inspires feelings of indignation .... To be sure, this hard-won 
victory was not of the noblest sort. It was won not through persuasive reasoning 
f aber::eugenden Griinden j but through force [ Gewalt] and not without 
encountering resistance. But the prejudice that had to he overcome was itself of 
such an ignoble and harmful sort that it had to be eliminated root and branch 
without delay and cons1derat1on.'' 

1 lere it is also worth pointing out that h1edlander's article was published in the 

Berlmische Monalsschri(t, the same journal in which Kant had published his famous essay 

"What ls Enlightenment?" Just a few years earlier. By framing the opposition in the way that he 

did, "persuasive reasoning" on the one hand and "force" on the other, Friedlander was echoing 

and, to some extent, challenging Kant 's conception of Enlightenment, which revolved around 

exactly the same opposition but which repudiated the use of force as a means of spreading 

Enlightenment. As an ideal defined by Kant, l:nlightenment could only spread through the free 

"public use of reason." To 11nposc it by force was to violate it as an ideal-and as far as the ideal 

went, Friedlander agreed \\ ith Kant, which was why he admitted that outlawing same-day burial 

was "not a victory of the noblest sort." Friedlander, however, was writing as a social refonner, 

\\hich Kant never d1<l. Kant' s philosophy <lid not bother\\ 1th the messy business of refonning 

social instllutions, nor did it concern thelf with human beings as they really existed in 

eighteenth-century society The person for whose digmty the categorical imperauvc commanded 

respect was an abstraction from social reahty: the self-leg1slating ind1v1dual who detennined the 

ends ofh,s 0\\11 existence An eighteenth-century social reformer had to deal with human beings 

·'
3 Da, ,d Fnedlander, "Lbcr d,e fri.ihe Beerd1gung dcr Juden: Em Bnef au, Prag an die Herau,geber, neb,1 em,gen 

Llrkunden," Ber/1111sche Honats.fclmft 9 ( 1787): 318. 
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as they really were-in other words, as members of conununit1es, groups that imposed their own 

forn1s of coercion and detennined the ends of human existence on behalf of their members. And 

as with human beings, so with their prejudices. The prejudice in favor of same-day bunal was 

not the prejudice of free-floating, autonomous individuals who just happened to be Jews; it was 

the prejudice of the Jewish community. With all the weight of a community and an ancient 

tradition behind it, such a prejudice could not be dislodged through the force of argument alone. 

To the force of argument, one had to join force tout court. 

Or so it appeared to friedlander-but not just lo Friedlander. As already mentioned, non

Jews, too, argued that German govenunents should take action to end the practice of same-day 

burial among the Jews. rhat pracllce did not affect them directly, so why did they care? Of 

course, one cannot discount the possibility that they did not really care about the well-being of 

the Jews, and that, on the contrary, they disliked Jews and merely wanted to see them 

discomfited by laws that compelled them to change their traditional customs. Such an 

interpretation would fit nicely with the current scholarly fashion to look for anti-Semitism and 

intolerance of cultural d1vers1ty in the Enlightenmcnt.'4 The textual evidence alone, however, 

does not support 11. When a Gem1an commentator said the followrng-"Oh, Princes! Remove 

from these bearded priests [ i.e., the rabbis] their anllquated power, their unlimited authority, their 

freedom to subject anyone to their heavy ecclesiastical yoke according to their pleasure and 

fancy, and the Jew will bless your memory and will bury his dead just like Christia:is only after 

he has exhausted all possible means of reviving the body and only after having walled several 

days"-h1s professed motive was to benefit the Jews by freeing them from the authority of their 

14 !'or a criticism of that scholarly fashion, see Ronald Schechter. ''Rallonahzmg the [nhghtenmenl: Postmodemism 
and rheonc, of Ant,-Senuhsm." ,n Postmodemwn and tire Enl,ghtcnment \·ew Perspectl\'es 111 E1ghtccnth-,ent11ry 

French lntel/ect11al H1.H01)·. cd Damcl Gordon (Ne\\ York: Routledge, 200 l ). 93 116. 
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rabb1s.1
' \\'hy assume that the professed motive had to conceal one darker and more sinister" It 1s 

just as likely that the German commentator was reasoning empath1cally: what 1f I were a Jew and 

had lo be exposed to the torture of being buried alive·> lo reason 111 that way, by imagining 

oneself m someone else's sk111, was to perform a mental operation that could. 111 some cases. lead 

to tolerance of other cultures; it is just that same-day burial was not one of those cases. It was a 

prejudice whose consequences seemed so dreadful as to make tolerance mlolerable. 

Were the consequences really so bad? That question is difficult to answer, for we have no 

way of knowing .1usl hov,, widespread premature burial was m the late eighteenth century-the 

most we can say 1s that a great many people believed 11 to be ,, ,despread. 16 Whatever the 

objective fact, however, most ofus will have no difficulty grasping the .rnb1ec/il'e moral dilemma. 

Where to draw the boundary between tolerance as respect for other cultures and tolerance as 

111difference to human suffenng is a problem that the Enhghtemnenl bequeathed to the whole 

tradition of modem liberalism, and it has reappeared in various guises throughout the modem era, 

from widow burning m the British raj to female genital mutilation in contempornry Africa. It is a 

genuine problem even 1f the idea of slamp111g out "natlve" customs for the good of the "natives" 

has somellmcs been used to nefarious ends, to provide ideological cover for British imperialism 

or to bultn:ss the notion of Western superionly. For the Western liberal, the question 1s still, 

more or less, the same: what 1f I were a Hindu w1do,,. -0r an African Mushm girl-or. for that 

matter, a Jewish boy in eighteer.th-century Breslau'> To sec the similarity of such cases is not to 

deny the cultural thfferences between the early twenty-first, the mid-nineteenth, and the late 

eighteenth centuries. 11 is merely to identify a connecting thread, and of course that thread 1s only 

" .. Ober <lie friihe Dccr<l,gung <ler To<llen un<l iibcr <lie Ungcw1sshe1t <ler Kennze,chcn des wahren un<l fal,chcn 
Tode,." Almanachfiir i"rzre 1111d V1chrti17/e (l 790) 183 
1
' Bonde,on re,'°'" lhe e, 1dence and conclude, that some people probably were buned ali,e m the eighteenth and 

nineteenth ccntunes. though many fewer than the ant1-premnture-bunal activists alleged. But, of course. prcctse 
figures cannot be obtamcd See B11ned .1/n·e. 238 57. 
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visible 111 retrospect-our S1lesian journalist was bound to see things differently. To him, the 

elimina11on of same-day burial in Breslau was the cro\\ n111g event of the eighteenth century 

because it signaled the victory of the Enlightenment over prejudice. To us, looking back, that 

same episode seems to point beyond its own epoch to one of the enduring dilemmas of the 

modem liberal conscience. 

Appendix 

The work that inaugurated the concern about "scemmg death" and premature burial in the second 

half of the eighteenth century was Dissertation sur /'incertitude des signes de la mort by the 

French physician Jean-Jacques Bruhier-a work based loosely on a Latin treatise, Morie incertae 

signa, published two years earlier by an expatriate Darush physician living 111 Paris named 

Winslow. Bruhier's French version appeared in one volume in 1742, a second volume came out 

in 1746, and, finally, the two volumes were published together in 1749, the first volume having 

been considerably revised in the meantime. The publication of Bruhier's work was then followed 

by a spate of other works in rrcnch: H. Le Guem, Rosaline, 011 /es mysteres de la tombe: Recueil 

l11storiq11e d'evenements necessitant qu 'on prenne des precautions pour bien cons/a/er 

/ 'inlervalle qui peu/ s 'ecouler en/re la mort impa,faite el la mort absolue (Paris, n.d.); M. Pino!, 

Memoire s11r le danger des inlwmations prec,p//ees. et sur la necess1te d '11n reglement pour 

me/Ire /es citoyens ii /'abri du malheur d'etre enterres vil'anls (Paris, n.d.); M. B. Durande, 

\1emoire mr I 'ab11s des enseve/issements des morts (Strasbourg, 1789); Thiery, La vie de 

I 'homme respectee et de/endue dans ses demiers moments (Paris, 178 7); Marin Bunoust, Vires 

philanthropiq11es sur / 'abus des enterrements precipites (Arras, n .d.); Janin, Reflexions sur le 

tnste sorl des perso1111es qui sous ,me apparence de morl 011e ete e11terres vivantes (The Hague, 
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1772); J.-J. Gardanne, Avis au people sur !es 111or1s apparemes er suhites (Pans, 1774). These 

works echoed Bmhier's main thesis on the matter or seemmg death. One French author, however, 

did take issue with Bruhier and challenged the credibility of his evidence: /\ntome Louis, Le/Ires 

sur la certttude des s1g11es de la mort (Paris, 1752). 1n the second half of the eighteenth century, 

Gennan booksellers were quick to publish translations of successful French works, and a 

Gem1an translation or Bmhier's work was published in 1754. To the body of translated literature, 

however, Gemrnns made their own original contnbut1ons, among them an anonymous collection 

of horror stones, Wiedera,iflebu11gs-Gescl11cl11e11 schei11todter Me11sche11 (Berlin, 1798); H. F. 

Koppen, Achlllng des Scheintodtes, 2 vols (llalle, 1800); II. V. C., Wirkliche und wahre mil 

Urk1111den erliiuterte Geschichte11 und Begebe11heite11 von lebendig begrabene Personen, welche 

wiede111111 aus Sarg 1111d Grab ersta11de11 smd (Frankfurt and leip11g, 1798). and two works by 

the famous Weimar physician C. W. Ilufeland, C'ber die Ungewissheit des Todes und das ein=ige 

untriigliche Mittel sich von seiner Wirklichkeit =11 iiber::eugen: Nebst der Nachricht vo11 der 

Emch11111g eines Leichenhauses in Weimar (\\' eimar, 1791) and Der Scheintod (Ber Im, 1808). In 

the latter work, Huf eland noted that no fewer than twenty-six Gennan books and pamphlets had 

been publtshed on the subject of seeming death and premature burial in the seventeen years since 

the publication of his first work on that subjL'Cl in 179 1. Finally, there was also a widespread 

discussion of seeming death and premature burial m German Journals of the second half of the 

eighteenth century, includmg Berlinische Monatsschrift, Journal van zmd fiir Deutsch/and, 

Delllsches Museum, Neu es Hamburgisches Maga=in, Hislorisch-politisch-lilerarisches Maga=m, 

Orientalische Bibl,othek, Ephemeriden der .\,fenschheit, Hannoverisches Maga=in, La11si=1sches 

Wochenbla/1, and Almanachfiir A·r::te 1111d Xichlt'ir=te. 
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